Two adaptive techniques applied to form factor calculation in the progressive refinement version of radiosity allow it to compute the final converged result quicker than the traditional, matrix-solution-based, radiosity algorithm. The adaptive components of our algorithm are 1. adaptive subdivision of the hemi-cube/sphere as a function of delta form factor distribution, 2. adaptive reduction of hemi-cube/sphere resolution as a proportion of unshot radiosity in progressive refinement iterations and, 3. switching from a hemi-cube Z-buffer to ray sampling at the appropriate point in the computation to optimize efficiency.
Introduction
The progressive refmement radiosity algorithm or slwoting algorithm introduced by Cohen et al. [Cohen88] is a major improvement over the traditional matrix solution based algorithm or gathering algorithm [Cohen85] . The quadratic space requirements of the traditional gathering algorithm made it impractical for large (real) data sets. The shooting algorithm has only linear space requirements. the addition of the progressive refmement pi~ produces an algorithm suitable for use in a real-time desi~ cycle. The only remaining disadvantage of the shooting algorithm is the increased time required to compute a converged solution. This disadvantage has been removed with the techniques described in this paper.
The central idea is to keep the amount of radiosity shot into the environment from a hemi-cube sample constant throughout the computation. A benefit of this is that the error introduced by each hemi-cube sample is likely to be similar; the sampling error variance is reduced. The nonadaptive shooting algorithm spends a lot of time on hemi-cube samples which contribute very little to the fmal result and, as a consequence, the sampling error variance may be large. This is analogous to the reasoning applied by Kajiya to produce the path-tracing algorithm. Kajiya noted that a lot of effort was spent on higher generation rays which contributed little to the image.
• ' Consider the light shot from an emitter. The hemi-cube samples and thus the energy will be distributed over many patches. Each receiving patch will get only a fraction of the energy of the emitter and will contribute only that fraction of energy to the final image. However, each of the receiving patches will use a hemi-cube with resolution equal to the initial emitter. Thus it is possible for the contribution to the image per sample for each receiving patch to decrease exponentially. See figure 1 below .
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odaptive ohootina al&orillun ._...,., ndiation soun:eo Figure 1 . The non-adaptive shooting algorithm uses a constant sized hemi-cube. The radiation from the emitter, the primary radiation source, is spread over several secondary radiation sources. These secondary sources contribute only a fraction as much to the image as the primary radiation source but they use a hemi-cube with equal resolution. Thus, the contribution to the final Image by the hemi-cube samples for each secondary radiation source will be greatly decreased. In contrast, the adaptive shooting algorithm adjusts the hemi-cube resolution as a function of the amount of energy it can shoot.
To ensure that each hemi-cube sample makes an equal contribution to the image we apply adaptive techniques in two areas. The first is the distribution of delta form factors over the hemi-cube. Ideally, each hemi-cube sample should have equal form factor values and thus shoot an equal amount of the unshot radiosity> of the patch into the environment. However, the regular grid subdivision of the hemi-cube contains many samples which contribute very little to the resulL By using a nonuniform subdivision of the hemi-cube we can reduce the number of samples and keep the error constanL The largest delta form factor for a standard NxN hemi-cubc is 4/(7tN2). This follows from the formula for the delta form factors, Delta form factor= 1ht(x2 + Y.2 + 1~ • Delta area for the top face, Delta form factor = zt1C(y2 + z2 + 1)2 • Delta area for a side face where Delta area :;: 4fN2 and x and y are 0 on the center of the top face. Now, since the Delta form factors sum to 1, the inverse of the largest form factor yields the number of delta form factors necessary_ if all delta form factors are to have value equal to the largest form factor. Thus we need ltN2/4 samples. Since the number of samples in an NxN hemicube is 3N2 we need only (ltN2/4) I (3N2) = lf/12 as many samples. We describe the details of the non uniform subdivision in Section 2.
The second adaptive technique follows from the observation that the maximum unshot radiosity in each iteration drops off at a rate that can be fitted to an exponentially decaying function, see This data is collected from eight data sets that range from 200 to 5000 patches. At 10% of the total iterations, the maximum unshot radiosity drops to approximately 1/4 of the initial maximum unshot radiosity. The average curve can be. fit to an exponentially decaying function, f(l) .. Ei, 0 <• i <-1 00 and E .. 0.87055.
A consequence of the exponential drop off is that after a small fraction of the total iterations necessary for convergence, the hemi-cube resolution becomes quite small. The overhead of transforming and processing all the polygons in an environment for Z-buffer calculations dominates the scan conversion cost. This makes the use of sampling with rays more efficient when the hemi-cube resolution is small.
We have implemented both a Z-buffer based algorithm and a ray sampling algorithm which use the two adaptive strategies noted above. Error and speed analyses were performed to determine the speedup under given error restrictions. By comparing the two algorithms, we were able to deduce the efficiency of a hybrid algorithm which can outperform either algorithm used alone.
Implementation
We present the details of the adaptive sampling method used for the ray sampling method first because of its relative simplicity.
The hemi-cube is a construction which makes it possible to use a Z-buffer algorithm. It is derived from the Nusselt hemi-sphere analog [Cohen85] . This allows fonn factors to be computed as the fraction of the base of the hemi-sphere covered by the orthographic projection from the hemi-sphere. For this reason we can forget about the hemi-cube and concentrate on the hemi-sphere for purposes of ray sampling. Let X, the number of samples, be proportional to the unshot radiosity. We pick the constant of proportionality empirically as a runtime constant depending upon the desired accuracy of the image.
Next generate a subdivision of the the unit circle into X pieces. The fonn factor for each piece will be simply 1/X. We use polar coordinates to subdivide the unit circle. Let the number of theta divisions be some constant multiple (we use 2) of the number of radius divisions. The theta • ' divisions were spaced equally while the radius divisions were spaced as a function of the square root of the division number to keep areas equal among the divisions. The x,y coordinates j)f the center of the division were then used in the equation of the hemi-sphere, z = sqrt(l ~ x2 -y2), to get the z coon!inate of the tip of the ditection vector for the ray. Figure 3 depicts the nonuniform subdivision of the hemi-sphere and hemi-cube .
The adaptive hemi-sphere orthographic topview
The adaptive hemi-cube orthographic topview Figure 3 . The nonuniform subdivision of the hemi-sphere and the hemi-cube as a function of the distribution of reflected light from a perfectly diffuse surface.
The ray intersection algorithm is optimized for environments where radiosity appears to be most useful, uchitectural models. The sets of polyps normal to each of the tluec coordinate axes are sorted by plane equation into tluec separate lists, one for each axis. This constitutes over 90'1> of the polygons in most of our models. A p1operty of parallel planes and any ray is that the ray must intersect the planes in order along the normal to the parallel planes. A two dimensional analog is depicted in figure 4.
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Thus we have three seperate lists for which the intersection order is known independently. A three way merge allows us to step through the lists in order of intersection along the ray. The polygons which ate not normal to one of the c~ axes, s/cew polygons, ate placed into a BSP tree [Naylor] . After an intersection is founki with the axial polygons, the BSP tree is traversed from front to back until the previously foun4 intersection point is passed or until a closer intersection point is found.
The Z-buffer based algorithm uses similar principles to adjust the resolution of the hemi-cube, although the construction of the nonuniform hemi-cube is more complicated than the construction of the nonuniform hemi-sphere. The number of samples is determined as a proportion of the unshot radiosity of the patch. N, the dimension of the top face, can be determined as follows, N = sqrt( C /3 * unshot radiosity ) where C is the desired radiosity per hemi-cube sample. N is rounded to the closest odd integer.
The width of the central pixel on the top face of the hemi-cube is thus 4/N2 and the x=y coordinate of the corner in the positive quadrant is 1/N. Next we generate nonuniform steps along the diagonal, y=x, of the front face of the hemi-cube, which determines the grid spacing.
From the equation for the Delta form factors, we may derive an iterative relation which can be used to generate the correct grid spacings, where Xi is the x andy coordinate along the diagonal of the grid,
A similar recutTence relation may be developed for the grid spacings for the side faces. In our implcmeutation, we used an approximate solution to the above relation to get the grid spacings. A second pass calculated the exact delta form factors to use for our approximation.
The Z-buffer algorithm is identical to the traditional Z-buffer algorithm, except that a look-up table is generated which maps the regular grid to the nonuniform grid. When the boundaries of a span ate determined using the regular grid spacing, the table is used to get the nonuniform grid spacings to use in the scan conversion.
Error Analysis
To compate the time performance of several variations of the radiosity algorithm it is desirable to establish that the image quality is comparable. However, it is difficult to compate two images quantitatively. It is known that the human visual system is much more sensitive to coherent error than incoherent error, or noise. An error metric that sums the absolute differences between patches in two images may not say anything about the differences the human visusi system can discern. A statement such as, "image A is 10% different than image B", may mean many things depending upon how the error is distributed over the image.
In particular, the process of interpolating the patch values during display serves as a low pass filter which can remove the noise component. Our quantitative error analyses should only serve as an objective reference. The last word in image comparison should be human peaception.
The test database for our quantitative error comparisons is the small "goral blocks" database with several cubes of varying colors. The database contained 232 patches. The refinement halted after
3'¥1 refinement iterations were computed. at which point the maximum unshot radiosity was less than 0.06 percent of the mean radiosity value. Nothing further can be shown on a 24 bit frame buffer. Two definitions of error were used in this analysis:
1) The average energy error is the summation of the energy difference between two patches divided by the total energy of the environment.
2) The total percent error is the summation of the radiosity differences between two patches divided by the radiosity of the patch. The average weighted percent error is the total percent error divided by the number of patches.
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Three images best illustrate the results of our error analysis.
1) a 100x100 nonadaptive hemi-cube, which served as the reference image, 2) a 100x100 adaptive hemi-cube, and
3) a 100x100 nonadaptive jittered hemi-cube where each point sample was randomly positioned within the hemi-cube pixel rather than at the center of the hemi-cube pixel
The results for these three images appear in Table 1 Although our error menics indicate the images differ, we were unable to detect any difference in the images ourselves in the test images or in any other images. It appears that the effects of jittering are negligible. It increased the quantitative error but we were unable to detect the change in the image visually. We hypothesize that this is because the error is not coherent It appears as noise which is filtered out by the process of interpolating patch values for display.
More important for the antialising of hemi-cube samples is the random rotation of the hemi-cube about its central axis recommended by Cohen et aL [Cohen85] . This is especially true of architectural models where most polygons are aligned to the coordinate axes. Hemi-cubes aligned with the coordinate axes can suffer heavy aliasing. ·
Speed Analysis
We have made several interesting empirical observations which allow us to construct a speed analyis of several radiosity solutions and suggest hybrid methods. These observations follow.
1) The preceding error analysis and our qualitative observations suggest that the image produced by the adaptive shooting algorithm is comparable to the the image produced by the non-adaptive shooting algorithm..
2) From collected data we observed that the unshot radiosity as a function of interation number closely matches an exponentially decaying function, decay( iteration) = E iteration percent complete, see Figure 2 .
Mter 10% of the total interations required for full convergence, the maximum unshot radiosity dropped to approximately V4th of the largest unsbot radiosity, even after excluding light sources. For example, in the blocks data set used for the ezror analysis, after iteration 40 of 397, the adaptive approach was able to reduce the number of hemi-cube pixels to 1/4 of the starting number.
3) We have noted that the shooting algorithm must, on the average, compute twice as many form factors as the traditional gathering algorithm to compute a fully converged solution.
4) Although adapting the subdivision of the hemi-cube to the perfect diffuse reflection function reduces the number of necessary samples to 1/3.82 = 1t/12, we have found that the overhead of transforming and scan converting the polygons makes it possible to get a speedup factor more than 2 only for a hemi-cube resolution greater than about 50x50. This limitation does not apply to the ray sampling method.
Given these assumptions, we can make a number of interesting conclusions about the performance of the adaptive shooting solution to the radiosity lighting model Figure S shows the cost of three approaches as a function of the percent of iterations completed. The non adaptive shooting approach is a horizontal line A, Since each iteration takes essentially the same amount of time. The simple adaptive shooting aproach implemented with a Z-buffer is represented by line B. The cost is about 50% of A due to observation 4. If the resolution of the Z-buffer is decreased proportionally with the unshot radiosity, the result is curve C. Curve D depicts the performance of pure ray sampling which has true exponential decay since the cost is di:rectly proportional to the number of ray samples . The hemi-cube which is non-uniformly subdivided but which uses a constant resolution. Une C: The fully adaptive hemi-cube. Une 0: fully adaptive ray sampHng. lo is the relative cost of ray sampling vs the hemi-cube when an equivalent amount of rays are shot.
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We may determine the cost of any method by taking the integral of the curve. If the curves intersect, the best method will be a hybrid method. The optimal hybrid algorithm can be detennined by using the method whose curve has least cost at any given iteration. A hybrid algorithm which starts with method C and switches to method D will give the optimal speedup. We analyze the costs of these methods and a few hybrid algorithms and compute the speedup next.
We begin by examing the cost of ray sampling, curveD, and the speedup over the nonadaptive We next examine the speedup gained from using a hybrid algorithm. After 15% of the total iterations are complete, the cost of ray sampling, CID'Ve D, will equal the cost of the nonadaptive hemi-eube, CID'Ve A, assuming the worst case observed value for Io, 8. At this point we switch from hemi-eube sampling to g~,y sampling. The cost of of the ray sampling method over the last 85% of the iterations is 8*(E1UO-El:!)/ln(E) = 7.21. Thus the speedup gained in using method A then method D = (15 + 7.21) /100 = 4.5.
If we replace method A by a faster method such as B, which is twice as fast due to observation 4, the speedup is (7.5 + 7.21) /100 = 6.8. By replacing method B with method C we get a speedup of about seven. Although this analysis makes several assumptions based on empirical data, it demonstrates the importance of the decaying function of maximum unshot radiosity to efficiency.
Conclusion
We have presented improvements to the progressive refinement approach to radiosity that make it preferable to the traditional radiosity algorithm in all respects. Previously, the progressive refinement approach appeared to take twice as long as the traditional approach to generate a fully converged solution. We can now expect the adaptive shooting algorithm to take from 1/3 to 1/4 as long.
The traditional radiosity approach has been modified by several lines of research to incorporate non-diffuse components into the lighting model The research by Wallace et al, [Wallace87] , and M. Z. Shao et al, [Shao88] , are examples of research that is built on top of the diffuse solution. The latter effort heavily used the Gauss-Seidel matix solution to radiosity in their iterations. If the adaptive progressive refinement approach is the only way to deal with large numbers of patChes, its efficiency is even more important to research that is based upon the radiosity solution for diffuse lighting. The very fact that the progressive radiosity approach is so much better than the traditional radiosity approach make all improvements to it that much more important.
While we expect that our results will have the greatest bearing upon software implementations run on uniprocessors which can handle adaptive strategies easily, these results do have ramifications for hardware implementations. We have concentrated upon keeping the image quality constant and reducing the time spent However, another way to view the problem is to keep the time constant and improve the quality of the image. If the number of processors available for hemi-eube or hemi-sphere samples is necessarily a constant in a hardware SIMD system, this research shows why it IS important to distribute the contribution to the image equally among samples to reduce the enor variance and improve the image.
• ' Sample Images Imagc1a.
Images 1 a and 1 b. An office in Sitterson Hall at UNC CH. The lighting contributions for each of the two ceiling lights were computed independently by keeping a vector of unshot radiosities at each patch. Using the Pixel-Planes4 Prototype, we can adjust the weighting of the two lights seperately in real-time. Image 1a shows the front light at 90% intensity and the rear light at 10% intensity. Image 1b shows the front light at 20% and the rear light at 90%. This ability to adjust the lighting in real-time is useful to designers. This model contains roughly 2000 patches. Image 3. Church. This database has about 5000 2' patches and 20 light sources. It is based on an addition to an existing church in Chapel Hill which is under construction. The radiosity solution was calculated in less than 8 hours on a Sun-4. The Pixel-Planes4 Prototype is used to display the image which consists of about 10,000 triangles for an update rate of about l/3 of a second.
